Castro as persecutor of gays

REVIEW / MOVIE

IMPROPER CONDUCT — Documentary written and directed by Nestor Almendros and Orlando Jimenez Leal, a French production, in Spanish and French with English subtitles, at the ICA Cinema at Copley Place, no rating.

By Michael Blumen
Globe Staff

On the surface, "Improper Conduct" is a restrained, yet impassioned, response to Fidel Castro's persecution of homosexuals. Yet, beyond the specific accounts of repression and torture of homosexuals, co-directors Nestor Almendros and Orlando Jimenez Leal have captured the essence of militaristic regimes that, by definition, demand conformity.

According to the film, the new Cuban social order, built on male-dominated machismo and instigated by Castro, was based on riding the nation of "antisocial elements." During this crusade, which began in 1960, homosexuals were grouped with prostitutes, drug dealers and corrupt politicians as "products of a decadent capitalist society."

In 1965, Castro started UMAP [Military Units to Aid Production] camps for the "reeducation" of dissidents. Many of the people forced into these camps were homosexual, and those who became exiles in Europe and the United States form the testimonial basis for "Improper Conduct."

Since the film's release in New York, critics have split down leftist/rightist lines. Those on the left, sensitive to any criticism of communist regimes, complained that Almendros and Leal are right-wingers intent on defaming Castro. Those on the right praise the documentary as a landmark film that begins to put communist persecution in perspective. "Improper Conduct" fits neither category.

Through interviews with Martha Freyne, Castro's former ambassador to UNESCO; dissident writers Reinaldo Arenas and Rene Ariza along with exiled hairdressers, transvestites and a tour guide, "Improper Conduct" becomes a chorus against political repression. Although the film does limit itself to Cuba, the implications are universal.

Although the filmmakers depend too much on personal testimony and the style of the movie is primarily "talking heads," it does raise compelling questions about the nature of militarism in any form.

As writer Rene Ariza says so eloquently toward the end of the film: "There are many Castros. We must restrain the Castro that's in all of us. It's a vicious circle. We're all trapped in paranoia. Everyone suspects everyone else."

Until this fundamental mistrust is resolved, concludes the filmmakers, then oppression and repression will continue to flourish.
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